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SETTING: "We are where we are. We are who we are. The time is now."

Where We Stand
By Donnetta Lavinia Grays
Directed by Tamilla Woodard
Apr 2–Apr 26, 2020

#BCSWWS
#BALTIMORECENTERSTAGE
What do you think of, when you think of a play? (Don’t worry, there’s no wrong answer.) For some people, it’s what comes from the magical combination of sets and props and costumes and performers. Others think of sitting in the dark, looking up at a stage with a big red curtain. Still, more folks will tell you that all you need to make a play is a performer and an audience, no matter how you configure them.

No matter what you think of when you think of a ‘play,’ Where We Stand is going to show you something new. It’s going to show you something new by bringing the theater back to where it all started: one person, telling a story. This show is rooted in a tradition that stretches back to Aesop and his fables, back to the Thousand and One Nights — back to the first campfire tales that sought to explain something about whatever might be out beyond the edge of the light.

We, as a species, are defined by our need for story. We seek narrative wherever we can find it, to better understand the world and our place in it. But stories can make us complacent, too; it’s easy to get used to expecting certain things in certain ways. Where We Stand forces us to open up, to actually consider our preconceptions about what we as individuals owe to our community—and what does the community owe to each of us? This play challenges our notions of responsibility, of care-taking, of what it means to be both a part of a ‘we’ and very much a solo ‘I.’ And it does so all on the shoulders of one incredible performer, with little else standing in the way of the audience-performer connection.

It is in this spirit that Donnetta Lavinia Grays returns to Baltimore Center Stage (she was last here in 2007 in Joe Turner’s Come and Gone) as a playwright, imagining a community at a crossroads—not unlike our own. Join me in welcoming Donnetta and the entire creative team of Where We Stand to our beloved city.

Warmly,

Stephanie Ybarra
Artistic Director

---

ABOUT US

Founded in 1963 and designated the State Theater of Maryland in 1978, Baltimore Center Stage provides the highest quality theater and programming for all members of our communities, including youth and families, under the leadership of Artistic Director Stephanie Ybarra and Executive Director Michael Ross. Baltimore Center Stage ignites conversations and imaginations by producing an eclectic season of professional productions across two mainstages and an intimate 99-seat theater, through engaging community programs, and with inspiring education programs. Everything we do at Center Stage is led by our core values—chief among them being Access For All. Our mission is heavily rooted in providing active and open accessibility for everyone, regardless of any and all barriers, to our Mainstage performances, education initiatives, and community programming.
WHERE WE STAND
a graphic interpretation by
SOPHIE LEIGH FISHER

A Stranger appeared to a
Man at the outskirts of town.

"KEEP YOUR
STONES. AND
HEAR ME OUT!"

"WOULDN'T
YOU LIKE SOME
RELIEF?"

"SELL THIS
TOWN'S SOUL AND
ALL OF YOUR DREAMS
WILL COME TRUE."

He planted a seed that immediately
grew into a lush garden of tomatoes
and melons. And the town took notice.

"DO YOU WANT TO BE FREE?"

The stranger returned with a proposition:

"TEAR THE whole
THING DOWN!"

"YOU MUST
CHOOSE!"

"AND HAVE A TOWN
MORE VIBRANT THAN
YOU'VE EVER DREAMED."

"SEND THIS MAN AWAY
OR HE CAN STAY
HERE WITH YOU."

"LET'S
VOTE!

AND YOU'LL HAVE TO
REBUILD ON YOUR OWN!

"AYES OR NAYS AND NO HALFWAYS!"
SYNOPSIS

“WE ARE WHERE WE ARE...AND WHEREVER WE ARE GATHERED, WE ARE AT THIS TOWN’S CENTER.”

A Man—a member of our community—comes before us. He knows he has wronged us but asks that we show him mercy. He starts to tell us his story...

One sweet-aired morning, this Man stood at the outskirts of town alone, with a back broken from years of thankless labor. Then, a Stranger dressed in gold appeared and proposed a pact: in exchange for the town’s soul and its name, the Man would receive health and prosperity. The Man accepted.

With the Stranger’s tools (a seed, a scythe, and a spade) the Man regained his health and grew a lush garden. Soon, the townspeople took notice. As they gathered around, he told them the story of the Stranger and his pact, and asked them, “Do you wanna be free?” With a decisive vote, the townspeople agreed to tear the whole town down and rebuild using the Stranger’s magic tools. With new buildings, new roads, new fields, the townspeople started to treat the Man like he was a king.

Then they asked themselves: if the town is really theirs, why did they have to name it after the Stranger? And they decided to re-name the town for the Man.

Immediately upon the breaking of the pact, the Stranger returns and takes back his magical gifts and the town becomes desolate. But before leaving, the Stranger offers another proposition to the whole town: they can exile the Man to the outskirts of town and the Stranger will make the town more vibrant than they could ever dream. Or they can have mercy on the Man and keep him in the community, and rebuild from scratch together.

FINALLY, THE TOWN MUST VOTE: “AYES OR NAYS, AND NO HALFWAYS.”

WOULDN’T YOU LIKE SOME RELIEF?

By Annalisa Dias

Freedom is not a secret. It’s a practice. —ALEXIS PAULINE GUMBS

As a Man stands before us, asking for compassion, Where We Stand implicates audiences in a complex set of questions: how is the individual responsible to the community, and in turn, how is the community responsible to an individual? What do we owe one another? What is the relationship between justice and mercy? When harm has happened, how can we hold each other accountable while also holding space for forgiveness and atonement?

Questions like these resonate deeply in 2020 in Baltimore City. With the rise of Black Lives Matter, the Movement for Black Lives, Idle No More, and organizing led by immigrants, Latinx, and other people of color to end police and immigration violence, conversations about community, accountability, and justice are bubbling throughout the city.

In movement spaces over the last several years, discourse around transformative justice (TJ) has steadily grown. Briefly, TJ practices seek not to rely on punitive or violent solutions when a harm has happened, and instead seek an expansive and transformed future where accountability can be experienced as love. TJ addresses harm in such a way that communities grow stronger, safer, and more resilient together. It can be embodied in personal relationship choices as small as checking in with a friend after harm has taken place, and it can be embodied even through organizations. A great example here in Baltimore is Baltimore Ceasefire. You might be familiar with their public community campaigns to get Baltimoreans to commit to weekends without violence, but you may be less familiar with the additional work they do throughout the year, including events called Sacred Space Rituals. After a violent killing, Ceasefire organizes rituals to bring love and light to family and loved ones. In their own words, “Baltimoreans show up to make sure that love has the last say.” This kind of practice of acknowledging harm in the community and showing up with love when seeking accountability lays the groundwork for lasting transformation and shifts toward liberation.

Thinking about the flaws in our national, state, local, and personal systems for seeking justice for wrongs, adrienne maree brown offers, in Beyond Survival: Stories and Strategies from the Transformative Justice Movement: “I want us to do better. I want to feel like we are responsible for each other’s transformation. Not the transformation from vibrant flawed humans to bits of ash, but rather the transformation from broken people and communities to whole ones.”

Similarly, the final vote in Where We Stand offers a catalyzing question for us to interrogate our own thinking about living in community and our responsibility to one another.
Can you tell us a little bit about how *Where We Stand* came to be?

*Where We Stand* was commissioned by The Public Theater’s Mobile Unit. It was the first commission of its kind geared specifically for those audiences The Mobile Unit serves. I had the pleasure of being a company member in the 2017 Mobile Unit production of *Twelfth Night*. I played Feste. The entire experience was wonderful, but what captured me most about the experience was how we—the actors—we able to connect with the audiences in a real way. Person-to Person. There was no pretense, no real fourth wall. There was an understanding that we are in the place we are in. We all know that there is a show that is about to start, but let’s take time to say hello first. Then, we all (audience and performers) get to dive into the magic of story-making together. For me, it was theater in its purest form. Before the show began we were out in the audience shaking hands, talking to people, asking about their expectations and getting to know them. So many people were familiar with the Mobile Unit company members and had witnessed a number of the shows over the years that it felt, in some cases, as if it was simply getting back together with old friends. I connected a great deal with those men and women in the incarcerated communities we served. As soon as we engaged with them they were eager to tell their story. To simply have someone listen. And the inspiration for *Where We Stand* was in the spirit of having someone like these men and women at the center of the story take up space. And to see if we, as members of their community, could hold them. What does mercy or justice look like once we understand how we are inextricably connected to each other?

What were the unique considerations you had in writing specifically for the mobile touring form?

Well, with Mobile Unit shows I know that our audiences are sophisticated. They expect the language to be heightened and they expect a certain raw storytelling that invites them to be full participants in that storytelling. They know that they are seeing as the action unfolds. I wanted to honor that by writing the piece in verse and having moments of true connection embedded into the piece that would not only elevate the audience’s experience, but invite them to see each other in a more complex way. Also, just technically speaking, Mobile Unit shows are done with the lights up and with minimal props. The magic of theater truly shines in Mobile Unit shows. So, I wanted to keep that in mind as well. I wanted to write a play meant for those “in the round” spaces we create on the road. A fully bodied storytelling event.
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**Can you tell us a little bit about how *Where We Stand* came to be?**

*Where We Stand* was commissioned by The Public Theater’s Mobile Unit. It was the first commission of its kind geared specifically for those audiences The Mobile Unit serves. I had the pleasure of being a company member in the 2017 Mobile Unit production of *Twelfth Night*. I played Feste. The entire experience was wonderful, but what captured me most about the experience was how we—the actors—we able to connect with the audiences in a real way. Person-to Person. There was no pretense, no real fourth wall. There was an understanding that we are in the place we are in. We all know that there is a show that is about to start, but let’s take time to say hello first. Then, we all (audience and performers) get to dive into the magic of story-making together. For me, it was theater in its purest form. Before the show began we were out in the audience shaking hands, talking to people, asking about their expectations and getting to know them. So many people were familiar with the Mobile Unit company members and had witnessed a number of the shows over the years that it felt, in some cases, as if it was simply getting back together with old friends. I connected a great deal with those men and women in the incarcerated communities we served. As soon as we engaged with them they were eager to tell their story. To simply have someone listen. And the inspiration for *Where We Stand* was in the spirit of having someone like these men and women at the center of the story take up space. And to see if we, as members of their community, could hold them. What does mercy or justice look like once we understand how we are inextricably connected to each other?

**What were the unique considerations you had in writing specifically for the mobile touring form?**

Well, with Mobile Unit shows I know that our audiences are sophisticated. They expect the language to be heightened and they expect a certain raw storytelling that invites them to be full participants in that storytelling. They know that they are seeing as the action unfolds. I wanted to honor that by writing the piece in verse and having moments of true connection embedded into the piece that would not only elevate the audience’s experience, but invite them to see each other in a more complex way. Also, just technically speaking, Mobile Unit shows are done with the lights up and with minimal props. The magic of theater truly shines in Mobile Unit shows. So, I wanted to keep that in mind as well. I wanted to write a play meant for those “in the round” spaces we create on the road. A fully bodied storytelling event.

I loved hearing you talk about being a southern writer during first rehearsal — could you say a little bit about what that means to you and how it manifests in *Where We Stand*?

Language. It always starts in the language and the kinds of circular storytelling that comes out of the American South. Growing up I was used to speaking in metaphor, used to allegory and something that sits very much inside of our inherited African storytelling traditions that is at the root of how we assemble. It is biblical to a certain extent. Folkloric. We have a deep connection to earth, religion, and our ancestors down south. So, it is a type of rhythm, language and world-building that I grew up with in casual conversation. Southerners love spinning yarn. I think that the spirit and structure of a Mobile Unit play marry this kind of storytelling beautifully. They demand the same kind of skill, joy and communion between audience and storyteller.

**Questions:**

**Can you tell us a little bit about how *Where We Stand* came to be?**

*Where We Stand* was commissioned by The Public Theater’s Mobile Unit. It was the first commission of its kind geared specifically for those audiences The Mobile Unit serves. I had the pleasure of being a company member in the 2017 Mobile Unit production of *Twelfth Night*. I played Feste. The entire experience was wonderful, but what captured me most about the experience was how we—the actors—we able to connect with the audiences in a real way. Person-to Person. There was no pretense, no real fourth wall. There was an understanding that we are in the place we are in. We all know that there is a show that is about to start, but let’s take time to say hello first. Then, we all (audience and performers) get to dive into the magic of story-making together. For me, it was theater in its purest form. Before the show began we were out in the audience shaking hands, talking to people, asking about their expectations and getting to know them. So many people were familiar with the Mobile Unit company members and had witnessed a number of the shows over the years that it felt, in some cases, as if it was simply getting back together with old friends. I connected a great deal with those men and women in the incarcerated communities we served. As soon as we engaged with them they were eager to tell their story. To simply have someone listen. And the inspiration for *Where We Stand* was in the spirit of having someone like these men and women at the center of the story take up space. And to see if we, as members of their community, could hold them. What does mercy or justice look like once we understand how we are inextricably connected to each other?

**What were the unique considerations you had in writing specifically for the mobile touring form?**

Well, with Mobile Unit shows I know that our audiences are sophisticated. They expect the language to be heightened and they expect a certain raw storytelling that invites them to be full participants in that storytelling. They know that they are seeing as the action unfolds. I wanted to honor that by writing the piece in verse and having moments of true connection embedded into the piece that would not only elevate the audience’s experience, but invite them to see each other in a more complex way. Also, just technically speaking, Mobile Unit shows are done with the lights up and with minimal props. The magic of theater truly shines in Mobile Unit shows. So, I wanted to keep that in mind as well. I wanted to write a play meant for those “in the round” spaces we create on the road. A fully bodied storytelling event.

I loved hearing you talk about being a southern writer during first rehearsal — could you say a little bit about what that means to you and how it manifests in *Where We Stand*?

Language. It always starts in the language and the kinds of circular storytelling that comes out of the American South. Growing up I was used to speaking in metaphor, used to allegory and something that sits very much inside of our inherited African storytelling traditions that is at the root of how we assemble. It is biblical to a certain extent. Folkloric. We have a deep connection to earth, religion, and our ancestors down south. So, it is a type of rhythm, language and world-building that I grew up with in casual conversation. Southerners love spinning yarn. I think that the spirit and structure of a Mobile Unit play marry this kind of storytelling beautifully. They demand the same kind of skill, joy and communion between audience and storyteller.

**Questions:**

**Can you tell us a little bit about how *Where We Stand* came to be?**

*Where We Stand* was commissioned by The Public Theater’s Mobile Unit. It was the first commission of its kind geared specifically for those audiences The Mobile Unit serves. I had the pleasure of being a company member in the 2017 Mobile Unit production of *Twelfth Night*. I played Feste. The entire experience was wonderful, but what captured me most about the experience was how we—the actors—we able to connect with the audiences in a real way. Person-to Person. There was no pretense, no real fourth wall. There was an understanding that we are in the place we are in. We all know that there is a show that is about to start, but let’s take time to say hello first. Then, we all (audience and performers) get to dive into the magic of story-making together. For me, it was theater in its purest form. Before the show began we were out in the audience shaking hands, talking to people, asking about their expectations and getting to know them. So many people were familiar with the Mobile Unit company members and had witnessed a number of the shows over the years that it felt, in some cases, as if it was simply getting back together with old friends. I connected a great deal with those men and women in the incarcerated communities we served. As soon as we engaged with them they were eager to tell their story. To simply have someone listen. And the inspiration for *Where We Stand* was in the spirit of having someone like these men and women at the center of the story take up space. And to see if we, as members of their community, could hold them. What does mercy or justice look like once we understand how we are inextricably connected to each other?

**What were the unique considerations you had in writing specifically for the mobile touring form?**

Well, with Mobile Unit shows I know that our audiences are sophisticated. They expect the language to be heightened and they expect a certain raw storytelling that invites them to be full participants in that storytelling. They know that they are being seen as the action unfolds. I wanted to honor that by writing the piece in verse and having moments of true connection embedded into the piece that would not only elevate the audience’s experience, but invite them to see each other in a more complex way. Also, just technically speaking, Mobile Unit shows are done with the lights up and with minimal props. The magic of theater truly shines in Mobile Unit shows. So, I wanted to keep that in mind as well. I wanted to write a play meant for those “in the round” spaces we create on the road. A fully bodied storytelling event.

I loved hearing you talk about being a southern writer during first rehearsal — could you say a little bit about what that means to you and how it manifests in *Where We Stand*?

Language. It always starts in the language and the kinds of circular storytelling that comes out of the American South. Growing up I was used to speaking in metaphor, used to allegory and something that sits very much inside of our inherited African storytelling traditions that is at the root of how we assemble. It is biblical to a certain extent. Folkloric. We have a deep connection to earth, religion, and our ancestors down south. So, it is a type of rhythm, language and world-building that I grew up with in casual conversation. Southerners love spinning yarn. I think that the spirit and structure of a Mobile Unit play marry this kind of storytelling beautifully. They demand the same kind of skill, joy and communion between audience and storyteller.
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THE CAST

Donnetta Lavinia Grays - raised in Columbia, South Carolina - is a Brooklyn based playwright and actor. Plays include Where We Stand (The Public Theater’s Mobile Unit commission, World Premiere Co-production - WP Theater and Baltimore Center Stage, O’Neill Center Semifinalist), Warriors Don’t Cry (Theaterworks USA/Bushnell commission) Last Night and The Night Before (World Premiere - Denver Center for the Performing Arts, NYC Barrie and Bernice Slavis Playwright Award, Kilroys List, Todd McNerney National Playwriting Award, O’Neill Center Seminarist), Laid to Rest (O’Neill Center Finalist, Ground Floor at Berkeley Rep) and The Review (WP Pipeline Festival, O’Neill Center Finalist). She is an alumna of Space on Ryder Farm’s Working Farm Residency, Time Warner Foundation WP Lab, Civilians R&D Group and terraNova Collective’s Groundbreakers Program. She is the inaugural recipient of the Doric Wilson Independent Playwright Award. Development with New Harmony Project, Labyrinth Theater, New York Theater Workshop, Orlando Shakespeare Theater, Portland Stage, Pure Theatre, Naked Angels and Classical Theater of Harlem. Donnetta holds commissions from Stepenwolf, Denver Center for the Performing Arts and WP Theater. She is a Staff Writer for TV’s Y: The Last Man on FX and Manhunt: Lone Wolf on Spectrum Originals. Acting credits include Broadway’s In the Next Room or The Vibrator Play and Well; Notable NY theater appearances including O, Earth (The Foundry Theatre), Men on Boots (Playwrights Horizons/Clubbed Thumb) Of Government and 16 Words or Less (Clubbed Thumb), Be the Death of Me and In the Footprint (The Civilians- as an Associate Artist), and Shipwrecked! An Entertainment (Primary Stages). Regionally, she is a 2-time Connecticut Critics Circle Award Winner and Helen Hayes Award Nominee. Film and TV credits include The Book of Henry, Wild Canaries, The English Teacher, The Wrestler. Recurring roles on New Amsterdam, Happy, Rubicon, Mercy and Law and Order: SVU. Guest starring roles on High Maintenance, The Night Of, Blue Bloods, The Blacklist, A Gifted Man, Law and Order, L&O:CI and The Sopranos.

WP THEATER

Lisa McNulty, Producing Artistic Director
Michael Sag, Managing Director

now in its 41st Season, is the nation’s oldest and largest theater company dedicated to developing, producing and promoting the work of women+ at every stage of their careers. For over four decades we have served as leaders at the forefront of a global movement towards gender parity, and the example we set and the artists we have fostered have grown into a robust and thriving community in theater and beyond. WP Theater recently received a 2018 Lucille Lortel Award and a 2019 Obie Award, both for Outstanding Body of Work, recognizing WP’s unique place and vital work in the theatrical landscape. WP empowers women+ of all kinds to reach their full potential and, in doing so, challenges preconceptions about the kinds of plays women write and the stories they tell.

As the premiere launching pad for some of the most influential female theater artists today, our work has had a significant impact on the field at large. Nearly every prolific female theater artist has been through our doors, including 2019 Tony Winner for Best Direction of a Musical, Rachel Chavkin, 2018 Tony Winner for Best Direction of a Play, Rebecca Taichman, 2013 Tony Winner for Best Direction of a Play, Pam MacKinnon, 2013 Tony Winner for Best Direction of a Musical, Diane Paulus, 2018 Pulitzer Prize Winner Martyna Majok, and two-time Pulitzer Prize Winner Lynn Nottage. These powerful women found an early artistic home at WP and are a testament to our role as a driving cultural force.

WP was founded in 1978 by visionary producer, Julia Miles, to address the significant under-representation of women in theater. Today, WP accomplishes its mission through several fundamental programs, including: the WP Lab, a celebrated two-year mentorship and new play development program for women playwrights, directors, and producers; the Domestic Partner residency program; the Developmental series of workshops and readings; the Commissioning series, and the Mainstage series, which features a full season of Off-Broadway productions written and directed by extraordinary theater artists. Current artists under commission are: Donnetta Lavinia Grays, Emily Kaczmarek, MJ Kaufman, Sylvia Khoury, Zoe Sarnak, and Leah Nanako Winkler.
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Donnette Lavinia Grays
Playwright
(see page 13)

Tamilla Woodard
Director
is the BOLD Theater Women’s Leadership Circle Associate Artistic Director of WP Theater and the co-leader of WP’s Directors Lab. As a director, her recent projects include Associate Director on Hadestown on Broadway, Top Girls and Men on Boats at American Conservatory Theater, James Scruogs’ 3/ Filths at 3-Legged Dog, PolkaDots: The Conquerc Musical at The Atlantic Theatre Company (Off-Broadway Alliance Award). She is the co-founder of PopUP Theatrics, a partnership creating immersive and participatory theatre for audiences in Europe, South America, Mexico and the US since 2007. She is a former Time Warner Foundation Fellow of the WP Directors Lab, Alumus of The Lincoln Center Director’s Lab, Audrey Fellow at New Georges and a Usual Suspect at New York Theatre Workshop. She is a graduate of The Yale School of Drama’s Acting program where she currently teaches and is the recipient of The Josephine Abady Award from The League of Professional Theatre Women and The Charles Bowden Award from New Dramatists.

Claire DeLiso
Scenic Design
is a French-American New York City-based set designer. She is the first recipient of the Burry Fredrik Design Fellowship from the Yale School of Drama, where Claire received her scenic design MFA. Her selected design credits include Twelfth Night (Two River Theatre), MiMi’s Tale (Westport Country Playhouse), The Tempest (The Public Mobile Unit) Imagen Says Nothing (Yale Repertory Theatre), A Padlas (Csokonai Színház, Hungary) Love Me Tender and Honor Students (Wild Project), Spring Awakening (CT College). Claire has worked as an associate on productions on Broadway and the Goodman Theatre, Lincoln Center, A.R.T, Théâtre National de Rennes and more. www.clairedeliso.com

Ntechomo Fuzunina Kunene
Costume Design
Off-Broadway: Sunday and The Winter’s Tale (Leigh Sunday Evans, dir), The Homecoming Queen (Awoye Timpo, dir), Dutch Masters (André Holland, dir), Regional: On the Grounds of Belonging (David Mendizabal, dir), Familiar (Danya Taymor, dir), America v2.5: The Sad Demise and Eventual Extinction of the America Negro (Logan Vaughn, dir) Master Harold and the Boys (Ryan Rilet, dir). Film: BRAVE music video (Spike Lee, dir), Forever Tree (Ali Reza Brown, dir), MFA in Design for Stage and Film from NYU www.fuzunina.com.

Nehemiah Luckett
Music Director and Dramaturg
Originally from Jackson, Mississippi, and now a resident of New York City, Nehemiah Luckett has been leading and accompanying choirs for more than 25 years. From an early age he connected his deep love of music to the transformative power of building community through breathing and singing with family and friends. He is a composer, performer, teacher, and music director. He currently serves as the Music Director/Composer for Reverend Billy and The Stop Shopping Choir, a group of anti-consumerist gospel shouters and Earth loving urban activists.

Christina Watanabe
Lighting Designer

Norman Anthony Smoll
Production Stage Manager

ADVISORY COMMITTEES
Baltimore Center Stage has launched two new committees, both helping the theater strengthen relationships and expand programming opportunities. The Family Engagement Committee is focused on creating opportunities for families with school-aged children, working to build the next generation of theatergoers. The Young Professional Engagement Committee is focused on connecting and inspiring young professionals in Baltimore to learn about, attend, and support the theater.

FAMILY ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Lauren Ades
Penny Bank
Arlene Brothers
Dana Carr
Claire Cianos
Aaron DeGraffenreidt
Denise Eakes
Sara Fidler
Danielle Frissy
Richard Gamper
Andrew Giddens
Patricia Harlott
Jessica Henkin
April Hurst
Elizabeth Hurwitz
Chair
Chris Jeffries
Sara Langmead
Kate Mumaw
Sara Murrey
Laura Wexler
Angel Wilder
Angela Wu

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE
J.C. Beese
Mariah Bonner
Marc Broady
Cari Daniel
Ashley Day
Elizabeth Koontz
Lisa Lance
Clare Loechary
Lindsay Machak
Jordan Rosenfeld
Chair
Josh Russakitis
Evan Taylor
Tom Whelley
WHAT’S SOMETHING PEOPLE MIGHT BE SURPRISED TO KNOW ABOUT YOU?
I don’t know why, but people are always shocked that I like Country music. Give me a lady and a guitar and it’s over.

WHAT TOWNS DO YOU FEEL MOST CONNECTED TO?
My hometown of Columbia, SC. Charleston, SC. Denver, CO. Portland, ME and Seattle, WA. I like cities that feel like small towns, have a vibrant arts scene, and are a stone’s throw to outdoor activities and nature.

FAVORITE PLAY?
“Trouble in Mind” by Alice Childress

FAVORITE COCKTAIL?
I have two. Classic Bourbon Manhattan with those bougie Maraschino cherries. Neat. Or an old-fashion style Whiskey Sour with bitters and egg white.

FAVORITE SOUTHERN SNACK?
Boiled Peanuts!

WHAT’S YOUR GO-TO FEEL GOOD SONG?
Right now, it’s “Won’t He Do It (Remix)” by Koryn Hawthorne, but “Never Too Much” by Luther Vandross always shifts my mood for the better.

PERFECT DATE NIGHT?
Beautiful Fall night. Slow dancing outside. Between the pines of the Carolinas.
The following list includes gifts of $250 or more made to the Baltimore Center Stage Annual Fund December 1, 2018 through March 6, 2020. Although space limitations make it impossible for us to list everyone who helps fund our artistic, education, and community programs, we are enormously grateful to those who contribute to Baltimore Center Stage. We couldn’t do it without you!

The Center Stage Society represents individual donors who, through their annual contributions of $1,500 or more, provide special opportunities for our artists and audiences. Society members are actively involved through special events, theater-related travel, and behind-the-scenes conversations with theater artists.

SEASON SPONSORS ($50,000+)
Ellen and Ed Bernard
Lynd Deering
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
Jane and Larry Droppa
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Joseph and Harvey Meyerhoff Charitable Funds
Middendorf Foundation
Terry H. Morgenthaler and Patrick Kerins
Lynn and Philip Loporte
The Shubert Foundation, Inc.

INDIVIDUALS AND FOUNDATIONS

ARTISTS CIRCLE ($10,000-$24,999)
The William L. and Victoria Q. Adams Foundation
Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
Peter and Millicent Bain
The Bunting Family Foundation
Mary Catherine Bunting
Stephanie and Ashton Carter
Helen P. Denil Charitable Trust
Walter B. Doggett III and Joanne Doggett
Nancy Dorman and Stanley Mazaroff
Brian M. and Denise H. Eakes
Juliet A. Eurich and Louis B. Thalheimer
Beth and Michael Falcone
Sandra Levi Gerstung
Megan M. Gillick
The Goldsmith Family Foundation
Laverna Hahn Charitable Trust
Rebecca Henry and Harry Gruner
Wendy Jacobman and Jeffrey Scherr
Francie and John Keenan
Townsend and Bob Kent
Keith Lee
Robert E. Meyerhoff and Rheda Becker
J. William Murray
Pearlstone Family Fund
Judy and Scott Phares
Dave and Chris Powell
Michele Speaks and David Warnock
Joe Timmins and Jodie Kristy
The Warnock Family Foundation
Thomas Wilson Sanitarium for the Children of Baltimore City

PLAYWRIGHTS CIRCLE ($5,000-$9,999)
Anonymous
Susan and Craig Bancroft
Taunya Lovell Banks
Bradie Barr and Tolee Miller
Bloomberg Philanthropies
Elizabeth and Mariah Bonner
Winnie and Neal Borden, The Harry L. Gladding Foundation
James T. and Francine G. Brady
Sylvia and Eddie Brown
The Annie E. Casey Foundation
Melissa and Augie Chiasera
The Jane and Worth B. Daniels, Jr. Fund
Delaplaine Foundation
Daniel and Lori Gahagan
Fredye and Adam Gross
Hecht-Levi Foundation
Patricia and Mark Joseph, The Shelter Foundation
John and Kim McCordell
Laurie McDonald
Carol Morris and Kim Hourihan
Paddy and Chuck Morton
Mark and Joanne Pollak
Dorothy Powe, in memory of Ethel J. Holliday
Nora Roberts Foundation
Dana and Matthew Slater, in honor of Terry Morgenstahler
Michael B. Siler
Donald and Mariana Thoms
Department of VSA and Accessibility at the John F. Kennedy Center
Loren and Judy W. Western
Ted and Mary Jo-Wiese

DIRECTORS CIRCLE ($2,500-$4,999)
Anonymous
The Lois and Irving Blum Foundation
Meredith and Adam Borden
Tea Carnell
Diana and Clinton Daly
Gene DeJacome and Kim Grinas
Jed Dietz and Julia McMillan
The Szy and Eddie Dunn Fund of the Baltimore Community Foundation
Dick Gamper
Suzan Garabedian
Robert and Cheryl Guth
Sandra and Thomas Hess
Ralph and Claire Hubner
David and Elizabeth J. Himelfarb Hurwitz
Susan and Steve Immell
Chris and Wendy Jeffries
Rodica Johnson in honor of J. William Murray

DESIGNERS CIRCLE ($1,500-$2,499)
Anonymous
Baum Foundation, Patricia Baum
Jan Boyce
Donald and Linda Brown
The Campbell Foundation
The Caplan Family Foundation
Jane Cooper and Philip Angell
The Cordish Family
B.J. and Bill Cowie
Linda Eberhart
Andrea and Samuel Fine, in memory of Carole Goldberg
Daniel and Marcella Kenney
Barry Krapf
Francine and Allan Krumholz
Lois and Phillip Mach Foundation
Philanthropic Fund
Jim and Mary Miller
Hugh and Leanne Mohler
Jill and Darren Pratt
Valerie and Hutch Robbins
Michelle and Nathan Robertson
Renee Samuels and Jordan Rosenfeld
Charles and Leslie Schwabe
Barbara Payne Shelton
Terri and Bob Smith
Scott and Mimi Somerville
Scott T. Spencer
Gilbert H. Stewart and Joyce L. Ulrich
George and Holly Stone
Harry and Carey Thomason
Ellen J. Remsen Webb and J.W. Thompson Webb
Cheryl Hudgings Williams and Alonza Williams
Todd M. Wilson and Edward Delaplaine II
Dr. Richard H. Warsham and Ms. Deborah Olesen-Koehler
Patricia Yevics-Eisenberg and Stewart Eisenberg

THANK YOU!
COMPANY
($1,000-$1,499)
Anonymous
Diane Abelloff
Richard and Lisa Blue
Bruce Blum
Leonor and Marc Blum
John and Carolyn Boitnott
Drs. Harry and Joanna Brandt
William and Bonnie Clarke
G. Brian Comes and Raymond Mitchener
Joe Coons and Victoria Bradley
Lawrie Deering and Albert Delashy, The Deering Family Foundation
The Honorable and Mrs. E. Stephen Derby
Sue and Buddha Emerson
James DeGraffenreidt and Sue Himelfarb
Marie Smith, in honor of Terry F. Barton Harvey and Janet L. Hambleton Panitz
Stuart and Linda Grossman
James DeGraffenreidt and Sue Himelfarb
Marie Smith, in honor of Terry F. Barton Harvey and Janet L. Hambleton Panitz
Stuart and Linda Grossman
Anonymous ($1,000-$1,499)
COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs. A. Stanley Brager, Jr.
Barbara Crain
Michael Borowitz and Katharine C. Blakeslee
Maureen and Bob Black
David and Cecilia Beck
Amy and Bruce Barnett
Family Fund
Anonymous
The Zerhouni Family
Eric and Pamela Young
Jean L. Wyman
Dr. Edgar and Betty Sweren
Marc and Diana Terrill
Mary Jean and Oliver Travers
Michiel van Kalwijk and Sandra Stevens
Mark and Kathryn Vaseklov
Jean L. Wyman
Eric and Pamela Young
The Zerhouni Family Charitable Foundation
ADVOCATES ($500-$999)
Anonymous
Brad and Lindsay Alger
Art Seminar Group
The Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bank Family Fund
Amy and Bruce Barnett
David and Cecilia Beck
Randi and Adam Benesch
Maureen and Bob Black
Katharine C. Blakeslee
Michael Borowitz and Barbara Crain
Mr. and Mrs. A. Stanley Brager, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. C.L. Moravec
Betsy Nelson
Bob and Whitney Nye
Dr. Bodil Oftesen
Drs. Ira and Leslie Papel
Jeffrey and Laura Thul Penza
The James and Gail Riepe Family Foundation, in honor of Lynn Deering
John Rybock and Lee Kappelman
Gail Schulhoff
Betsy and Carlton Sexton, in honor of Lynn and Philip Rauch
Bayinah Shabazz, M.D.
The Earl and Annette Shawe Family Foundation
The Sinsky-Kressin-Racusin Memorial Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Smelkinson
Michael and Karen Smith
Arun and Shilta Subhas
Carol and Peter Suzdak
William J. Sweet and Geraldine Mullan
Dr. Edgar and Betty Sweren
Marc and Diana Terrill
Mary Jean and Oliver Travers
Michiel van Kalwijk and Sandra Stevens
Mark and Kathryn Vaseklov
Jean L. Wyman
Eric and Pamela Young
The Zerhouni Family Charitable Foundation
BILL AND SUE KANTER
Richard and Judith Katz
Michael and Julia Keelty
Steve and Laurie Kelly
Roland King and Judith Fhehr King
Neil and Linda Kirschner
Joyce and Robert Knodell
Myron Terry Koenig Fund for Waverly
Thomas and Lara Kopf
Joseph M. and Judy K. Langmead
Peter Leffman
Gregory Lehne
Marilyn Leuthold
Mark Linnix and Jodi Sokol
Kenneth and Christine Lobo
The Ethel M. Looram Foundation, Inc.
Howard and Michelle Lurie
Cathy MacNeil-Hollinger and Mark Hollinger, in honor of Stephanie Ybarra
Dr. Frank C. Marino Foundation
Robert and Susan Mathias
Aida and James Matlers
Venus McDonald and Ken Plummer
Mary L. McGeary
Lynn McReynolds
Mary and Barry Menne
The Montag Family Fund of The Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta in honor of Beth Falcone
David and Abby Gray
Tom and Barbara Guernieri
Donald M. and Dorothy W. Gundlach
Randy and Melissa Gultman
Hanna Family Charitable Fund
Stephen and Melissa Heaver
Betsy and George Hess
Donald Hicken
Marlin K.P. Hill and Janice C. Williams
The A.C. and Penney Hubbard Foundation
Scott and Blair Iodice
Peter Jackson
James and Hillary Aidus Jacobs
Jay Jenkins and T.J. Hindman, in honor of Terry Margenthaler
Max Jordan
Dr. and Mrs. Juan M. Jantcleygu
Bill and Sue Kanter
Richard and Judith Katz
Michael and Julia Keelty
Steve and Laurie Kelly
Roland King and Judith Fhehr King
Neil and Linda Kirschner
Joyce and Robert Knodell
Myron Terry Koenig Fund for Waverly
Thomas and Lara Kopf
Joseph M. and Judy K. Langmead
Peter Leffman
Gregory Lehne
Marilyn Leuthold
Mark Linnix and Jodi Sokol
Kenneth and Christine Lobo
The Ethel M. Looram Foundation, Inc.
Howard and Michelle Lurie
Cathy MacNeil-Hollinger and Mark Hollinger, in honor of Stephanie Ybarra
Dr. Frank C. Marino Foundation
Robert and Susan Mathias
Aida and James Matlers
Venus McDonald and Ken Plummer
Mary L. McGeary
Lynn McReynolds
Mary and Barry Menne
The Montag Family Fund of The Community Foundation for Greater Atlanta in honor of Beth Falcone
Howard C. Muller and Maraurie E. Muller Charitable Foundation, Inc.
George and Beth Murnaghan
Roger F. Nordquist, in memory of Joyce C. Ward
Mary Rogers Obrecht and D.W. Wells Obrecht
Ed and Jo Orser
Michael and Phyllis Panopoulos
Nancy Patz Blaustein
Fred and Grazina Pearson
Wall and Donna Pearson
Beth Perlman
William and Paula Phillips
Bonnie L. Pilh
Leslie and Gary Plotnick
Janel Plum, in memory of Jeffrey J. Plum
Robert E. and Anne L. Prince
Richard and Kathryn Radmer
Shurnda Reaves
Cyndy Renoff and George Talar
Phoebe Reynolds
Henry A. and Dorothy L. Rosenberg
Ed Rosenfeld and Merry Alterman
Al Russell
Sheila and Steve Sachs
Shanaysha Sauls
Nancy Savage
Jessica and Glan Schatz
Clair Zamaio Segal
Clare H. Stewart
Terry and Stephanie Thompson
Sharon and David Tufaro
Judy VanDever
Steve and Lorraine Walker
John Wessner
Dr. and Mrs. Frank R. Witler
Dr. Laurie S. Zabin
William D. Zerhouni
PATRONS ($250-$499)
Anonymous
Waller and Rila Abel
Yasamin Al-Ashari
Eleanor Allen
The Alsop Family Foundation
Bernadette Anderson
John and Margaret Angelos
Alan M. Arrowsmith, II
Ayd Transport
Mary Azrael
Mike Baker
Stephanie and Vince Baker
Becky and Dan Batla
Karen Bennett
Rick Berndt
Barb and David Bettenhausen
Dr. George and Valerie Bigelow
Garrett and Katherine Bladow
Peter and Chi Chi Bosworth
John and Arlene Brothers
Susan and Michael Brown
Sandra and Thomas Brushart
Charles and Betsy Bryan
Natalie and Paul Burrall
Donald and Catherine Burke
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Burnett, II
Pamela A. Burns
David Cane
The Jim and Anne Cantler Memorial Fund
Mary K. Carter
Henry and Linda Chen, in memory of Lysl Sundheim
Sue Lin Chong
Fronda Cohen Offenheimer and Richard Offenheimer
Stanton J. and Elso T. Collins
Nancy and Charlie Cook
Carol and Will Cooke
Will Coper
Cynthia Cox and Wright Abbot
Dr. Phyllis Crossen-Richardson
Thomas Crusse and David Imre
Andrea Curtis
Susan and Joachim Diedrich
Anne and Jeffrey Donahue
Chris and Mary Alane Downs
John Edelmann and Jeffrey Love
Patricia Egan and Peter Hegeman
Paula and Franco Einaudi
Dr. Frank Eisenberg and Hon. Catherine Blake
Rhea Feikin, in memory of Colgate Saltsbury
Faith and Edgar Feingold, in memory of Ron Wilner
Gary Felser and Debra Brown Felser
Neville Fernandez and Lu Zhang
Dr. Robert P. and Janet Fleishman
Amy and Scott Frew
Frank and Jane Gabor
Claire Galed
Mark and Patti Gillen
Hal and Pat Gilreath
Gary Goldstein and Arlene Forastiere
Ann Clary Gordon
Baltimore Center Stage
Amy Grace and Karen Blood
George Grose and Amy Machl
Angelo and Donna Guarneri
Michael and Susan Guarneri
Margo Halle and
Richard Manichello
Aaron Heinsman
Mary Ann Henderson
Sue Hess
Charlotte Hill
Mrs. James J. Hill, Jr.
in memory of James J. Hill, Jr.
Barbara and Sam Himmelrich
Charisse Hughes
Sally and John Isaacs
Ann H. Kahan
Patt Karrai, Helmond Restaurant
Aline and George Kimes
Terri and Mark Kissinger
David and Ann Koch
Denise Koch and
Jackson Phippin
William and Kathleen Larson
Dr. and Mrs. Yuan C. Lee
Dr. and Mrs. George Lentz, Jr.
Jill and Mark D. Levin
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth B. Lewis
Jeanne E. Marsh
Ellen McGinnis
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy E. Meredith
Stephanie F. Miller, in honor of
the Lee S. Miller Jr. Family
Tracy Miller and Paul Arnest, in
honour of Stephanie Miller
Michael Milligan
Bill and Mimi Mules
Noah and Kate Mumaw
Stephen and Terry Needel
Mary Nichols
Dr. and Mrs. Alex Ober
Claire D. O'Neil
P.R.F.B. Charitable Foundation,
in memory of
Shirley Feinstein Blum
Patricia Palmer
John Paquette
Ben and Emarie Payne
Linda and Gordon Peltz
Ron and Pat Pilling
Rose Crystal Polathy,
in honor of Whitney Stolt
Joan E. Pugh
George and Lynn Reeder
Michael Replaca and
Mary Anne Facciolo
Natalia and Keenan Rice
Alison and Arnold Richman
Del Risberg
Jan and Larry Rivitz
Jack and Idla Roadhouse
Samuel Rabfogel and Eleanor
Frias, in honor of Katherine and
Scott Bassett
Sarah and John Robinson
Wendy S. Rosen, in memory of
Ronald Wilner
Michael Rosenbaum and
Amy Kiesel
Steven and Lee Sachs
Beth Schwartz, in honor of
Dani Turner
Dr. Cynthia Sears
Robert Sears
Dr. Carl Shanaholtz and
Dr. Ruth Horowitz
Leslie Shepard
Zakaria Sherbiny
John Shettle and Abigail Smith
Deborah and Harvey Singer
Jim Smith
Dr. Emma J. Stokes
Doris S. Sweet
Szilagyi Family Foundation
Henry and Tina Thomas
Fred and Cindy Thompson
Mary Tod and
Calvin Timmerman
Gordon and Charlene Tomasselli
Aaron Tripp and
Shoshana Ballew
Drs. Harold and Robin Tucker
Arnold and Barbara
Wallenstein
Dan Watson and Brenda Stone
Maria J. Waver
Myron and Linda Weisfeldt
Rachel and Bill Weker
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip A. White
Kimberly Shorter
Michelle Williams
Jack and Beverly Winter
Barry Wohl and Dahlia Hirsch,
in honor of Carole Goldberg
Brad and Cricket Woloson
Ken and Linda Woods
Chris and Angela Wu,
in honor of the Cavaluzzi Family
Daniel Young and
Deborah King-Young
† deceased

GOVERNMENT GRANTS
This performance is supported
in part by the Maryland State
Arts Council (msac.org).
Baltimore County Executive,
County Council, & Commission
on Arts and Sciences
Howard County Arts Council
through a grant from Howard
County Government
This performance has been
funded by Mayor Jack Young
and the Baltimore Office of
Promotion and The Arts.
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University of Maryland, Baltimore
Whiting-Turner Contracting Co.
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Jones, PA
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Financial Group
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Chesapeake Plywood, LLC
Eagle Coffee Company, Inc
Crowe, LLP
ezStorage Corporation
Freedom Car
Clearview Group
Fiserv
Global Telecom
Keller Stonebraker Insurance
Masque Sound + Recording
Kosdale Federal
SC&H Group
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Bank of America
M&T Bank
PNC Bank
T. Rowe Price
T. Rowe Price Foundation, Inc.
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We sincerely thank all of our campaign donors for their tremendously generous support. Without their trust and vision, all of the work we have done and continue to do would not be possible. The following includes gifts of $10,000 or more.

$2,000,000+
Edward and Ellen Bernard
Lynn and Tony Deering
Marilyn Meyerhoff
State of Maryland

$1,000,000–$1,999,999
Eddie C. and C. Sylvia Brown
Charlie Noell and Barbara Voss
George and Betsy Sherman
Katherine Vaughns (bequest)

$500,000–$999,999
Anonymous
Janet and James Clauson
France-Merrick Foundation
Lord Baltimore Capital Corporation
Terry H. Morgenthaler and Patrick J. Kerins

$250,000–$499,999
Baltimore County
Jane and Larry Droppa
J.I. Foundation
Kenneth C. and Elizabeth M. Lundeen
M&T Bank
The Pearlsone Family
Lynn and Phil Rauch
Thalheimer-Eurich Charitable Trust

$100,000–$249,999
Anonymous
Peter and Millicent Bain
Baltimore City
Bank of America
Jacob and Hilda Blaustein Foundation
Margaret Hammond Cooke (bequest)
Cardish Family Foundation
Nancy Dorman and Stanley Mazarooff
Ben and Wendy Griswold
The Hyle Family
Townsend and Bob Kent
Earl and Danielle Linehan
Joseph and Harvey Meyhoff Family Charitable Funds
The Meyhoff and Becker Families
Middendorf Foundation
Mary and Jim Miller
J. William Murray
Judy and Scott Phares
Sheridan Foundation
Jay and Sharon Smith
T. Rowe Price Foundation
Whiting-Turner Contracting Co.

$50,000–$99,999
Anonymous
Baltimore Gas & Electric Penny Bank
Bunting Family Foundation
Mary Catherine Bunting
The Captlan Family Foundation, Inc.
Stephanie and Ashton Carter
Auggie and Melissa Chisara
Suzanne F. Cohen
Jane W. Daniels
D.LA Piper
Brian and Denise Eakes
Guy E. Flynn and Nupur Parekh Flynn
Daniel P. Gahagan
Fredye and Adam Gross
Hecht-Levi Foundation
Helen P. Denit Charitable Trust
Stephen and Susan Immell
Wendy Jachman
Patricia and Mark Joseph, The Shelter Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. Murray and Joan Kappelman, and The Kappelman Family: Lee Kappelman
Karen Mendelsohn Ross Kappelman
Lynn Kappelman
Francie and John Keenan
Marion I. and Henry J. Knott Foundation
McCormick & Co.
Ruth Carol Fund
Charles and Leslie Schwabe
Ellen J. Remsen Webb and J.W. Thompson
Webb

$25,000–$49,999
Anonymous
Debirt and Gino Adams
Annie E. Casey Foundation
Philip and Denise Andrews
Clayton Baker Trust
James T. and Francine G. Brady
Deering Family Foundation
Robert B. Doggett III and Joanne Doggett
Ernst & Young
Robert and Cheryl Guth
Harry L. Gladding Foundation/Winnie and Neal Borden
Barri Harvey and Janet Marie Smith
Sybil and Donald Hebb
Howard Bank
A.C. and Penney Hubbard
David and Elizabeth JH Hurwitz and The Himelfarb Family
KPMG
John J. Leidy Foundation
London Foundation/ Meredith and Adam Borden
Macht Philanthropic Fund
J. S. Plank and D. M. DiCarlo Family Foundation
PNC
Rollins-Luetkemeyer Foundation
Michael Ross
Dana and Matthew Slater
Scott and Mimi Somerville
Michele Speaks
Gilbert H. Stewart and Joyce L. Ulrich
Michael B. Syer
Krisie and Dan Verbi
Delegate Christopher and Anne West
Mary Jo and Ted Wiese

$10,000–$24,999
Anonymous
Robbye D. Apperson
William G. Baker, Jr. Memorial Fund
Bradie Barr and Tollie Miller
Richard Berndt
Katharine Blakeslee
Joseph and Meredith Callanan
William and Bonnie Clarke
G. Brian Comes and Raymond Mitchell
Penelope Cordish
Peter de Vos
James DeGraffenreidt and Mychelle Farmer
Jed Dietz and Julie McMillan
Linda Eberhart, in memory of William F. Eberhart
Sandra and Ross Flax
Dick and Maria Gamper
Suzan Garabedian
Pamela and Jonathan Genn
Linda Hambleton Panitz and The Family of T. Edward Hambleton
Lee Meyerhoff Handler
Dr. and Mrs. Freeman A. Hrabowski III
Cheryl Hudgins
Williams and Alonza Williams
Joseph and Judy Langmead
Jonna and Fred Lazarus
Hugh and Leanne Mahler
Sandra Liotta and Carl Osterman
Stephen Richard and Marie Hunt
Valerie and Hutch Robbins
Clair and Thomas Segal
Barbara Payne Shelton
Turner and Judy Smith
Scot T. Spencer
William Sweet and Geraldine Mullan
Dr. Edgar and Mrs. Betty Sweren
Harry and Carey Thomasian
Donald and Mariana Thoms
Kathryn and Mark Vakelin
Daniel Watson and Brenda Stane
Ron and Sydney Wilner
Todd Wilson and Edward Delaplaine II
Linda Woolf
Nadia and Elias Zerhouni

Baltimore Center Stage thanks the supporters of the Katherine Vaughns Apprentice Program for providing recent graduates an opportunity to spend the 2019/20 season working with us at BCS. This program would not be possible without their generosity.

FULL SEASON APPRENTICE SPONSORSHIPS
The Peter & Millicent Bain Production & Stage Management Apprentice
The Ellen & Ed Bernard Production & Stage Management Apprentice
The Lynn Deering Management Apprentice
The Jane & Larry Droppa Audio Apprentice
The Ethel J. Holliday Learning & Social Accountability Apprentice
The Wendy Jachman & Jeff Scherr Graphics Apprentice
The Sandy Liotta & Carl Osterman and Kim Hourihan & Carol Morris Artistic Fellow
The Kenneth & Elizabeth Lundeen Props Apprentice
The Terry Morgenthaler & Patrick Kerins Costume Apprentice
The Judy & Scott Phares Digital Marketing and Social Media Apprentice
The Lynn & Philip Rauch Company Management Apprentice
The Dana & Matt Slater Special Events Apprentice
The Sharon & Jay Smith and Harry Gruner & Rebecca Henry Artistic Fellow
The Gilbert H. Stewart & Joyce L. Ulrich Lighting Apprentice

If you are interested in contributing to the Apprentice Program, please contact skissinger@centerstage.org or 410.986.4021.
STAFF

Executive Director
Michael Ross
Artistic Director
Stephanie Ybarra

ADMINISTRATION
Associate Managing Director
Del W. Risberg
Board Relations & Special Projects Coordinator
David Kanter
The Lynn Deering
Management Apprentice
Jacqueline Glenn

ARTISTIC
Director of Artistic Producing
Chiara Klein
Director of Artistic Partnerships & Innovation
Annalisa Dias
Artistic Producing Manager
Melody Easton
Company Manager
Marshall Garrett
Assistant Company Manager
Raul Duran
Organizing Artist
Sara Mae Henke
The Sharon & Jay Smith and Harry Gruner & Rebecca Henry
Artistic Fellow
Sabine Decatur
The Sandy Lotta & Carl Osterman and Kim Haurihan & Carol Morris
Artistic Fellow
Sam Morreale

LEARNING AND SOCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY (LSA)
Director of LSA
Adena Varner
LSA Coordinator
Dani Turner
LSA Associate
Jacob Zabawa
The Ethel J. Holliday
LSA Apprentice
Victoria Martin

DEVELOPMENT
Director of Advancement
Randi Benesch
Individual Giving Manager
Sara Kissinger
Institutional Giving Manager
Brandon Hansen
Development Assistant
Kara Powell
Special Events Coordinator
Taylor Lamb
Corporate Relations Coordinator
Nicole Ringel
Auction Coordinator
Sydney Wilner
Auction Assistant
Norma Cohen
The Dana and Matt Slater
Special Events Apprentice
Mira Lamson Klein

FINANCE
Director of Finance
Michelle Williams
Business Manager
Joesa Schuster
Business Assistant
Hannah Machon

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
Director of Information Technologies
John Paquette
Tessitura Database Coordinator
Madeline Dummett

MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS
Director of Marketing & Communications
Jonathan K. Waller
Director of Communications & Strategic Partnerships
Robyn Murphy
Art Director
Bill Geenen
Associate Director of Marketing
Rafaela Dreisin

The Wendy Jachman and Jeff Scherr Graphics Apprentice
Sophie Leigh Fisher
The Judy and Scott Phares
Digital Apprentice
Jess McGowan

AUDIENCE RELATIONS
Box Office Manager
Kelly Broderick
Subscriptions Manager
Jerrilyn Keene
Group Sales Administrator & Ticket Services Manager
Liz Nelson
Patron Services Shift Supervisors:
Jonathan Jacobs, Kira-Lynae Pindell
Patron Services Associates
Tina Canady, David Kanter, Alejandra Santillanes, Divinia Shorter, Shelby Sullivan, Tasmin Swanston

AUDIENCE SERVICES AND RENTALS
Audience Services and Events Manager
Alec Lawson
Assistant Audience Services Manager
Elizabeth Pillow
Accessibility Coordinator
Bethany Slater
House Managers
Nick Moran, Lindsay Jacks, Hannah Kelly, Shubhangi Kuchibhotla, Faith Savill, Eddie Van Osterom
Bar Manager
Ann Weaver
Bartenders & Baristas
Monica Cook, Alexx Crockett, Bob James, Jonay Grant, Jade Jackson, Val Long, Asia Maxton, Robby Prieo, C. Swan Streepy, Whitney Stahl, Andrew Stromyer, Scott Van Cleve
Docent Coordinator
Pat Yavics
ASL Interpretation
First Chair + HIS

OPERATIONS
Facilities Supervisor
Patrick Frate
Facilities Assistant
Joseph Wisniewski

PRODUCTION
Director of Production
Cary Gillett
Associate Production Manager
Ruth Watkins

AUDIO
Audio Director
Amy C. Wedel
Audio Engineer
Justin Vining
The Jane & Larry Droppa
Audio Apprentice
Abra Clawson

COSTUMES
Costume Director
David Burdick
Associate Costumer
Ben Argenta Kress
First Hand
Matthew Smith
Craftsperson
William E. Crowther
The Terry Morgenhaler & Patrick Korns Costumes Apprentice
John Polles

ELECTRICALS
Lighting Director
Tamar Geist
Master Electrician
Travis Serniara
Assistant Master Electrician
Jessica Anderson
Staff Electrician
Michael Logue
The Gilbert H. Stewart and Jeffrey Bazemore
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Honor Native Land

Responding to a call from our Indigenous colleagues, collaborators, and neighbors, Baltimore Center Stage is working toward building meaningful and accountable relationships with the land we occupy. As a first step on this path, you’ll see a land acknowledgement in each of our programs. Acknowledgment is itself a small gesture, and we look forward to continuing our efforts toward decolonization in a good way. If you’re interested in more information about the practice of land acknowledgement, feel free to visit the US Department of Arts and Culture’s “Honor Native Land” guide.

Baltimore Center Stage acknowledges that the land beneath us, this place, this community, owes its vitality to generations who have come before. Some were brought forcibly to this land, some came here in search of ownership or simply a better life, and some have lived and stewarded this land for countless generations. In a spirit of making erased histories visible, we acknowledge that we are standing on the ancestral and occupied lands of the Piscataway Nation. The Susquehannock, Lenape, and Lumbee peoples have also cared for this land. These peoples are not relics of the past, but they continue to steward this land today with care, vitality, and tradition. Their relations are numerous throughout Turtle Island, and they are continuing to grow. We pay respects to their elders past, present, and future. Please take a moment to consider the many legacies of violence, displacement, migration, and settlement that bring us together here today. And please join us in uncovering such truths at any and all public events.

Additionally in the spirit of reconciliation, you can honor the Indigenous peoples of this land by donating to Native American Lifelines, donating to or visiting the Baltimore American Indian Center & Heritage Museum, and supporting local Indigenous artists. These are only a few suggestions of the many ways we can move towards reconciliation.


LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT

MEET THE ARTIST

MEET THE ARTIST

The artwork that represents each of our plays this season is more than just the typical show poster—each is a commissioned work of art by Baltimore-based, award-winning collage artist Mirlande Jean-Gilles. Drawing inspiration from the scripts, Jean-Gilles used her signature style to create these original pieces. Our collaboration is a celebration of how artists can inspire each other, creating new forms and expressions that speak to all of us. Learn more about Mirlande and our collaboration at centerstage.org/mirlande.

See The Originals
To see Mirlande’s original six, full-sized collages plus a seventh piece commissioned to respond both to our city and our season, stop by our brand new coffee bar, To Bean or Not to Bean™, open 8am-3pm in our newly transformed first floor. With an abundance of comfortable seating, free wifi, and cozy nooks, To Bean is the perfect place to come together with friends and colleagues or to carve out that quiet time around the hum and artistic energy of your professional theater. Who knows who you might bump into!